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COMPUTATION.JlLMETHODS
OF

ELECTRON/PHOTON TRANSPORT

Joseph H. Mack
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico

A review of computational ❑ethods simulating the non-plasma
transport of electrons and their attendant cascades is presented.
Remarks are mainly restricted to linearized formalisms at el$ctron
energies above 1 keV. The effectiveness of various ❑ethods is
discussed including ❑oments, point-kernel, invariant imbedding,
discrete-ordinates, and Monte Carlo. Future research directions
and the potential impact on various aspects of science and engi-
neering are indicated.

INTRODUCTION

The continuing rapid advance of computer technology has dramatically im-
proved the capability of the computational physicist to address important
problems In applied theoretical physics, One area of computational physics
enjoying considerable activity ~nvolves problem~~requirinq the simulation of
coupled electron/photon transport. Space and reactor environments contain
electron and photon sources ranging from 1 keV to several tens of MeV. The
detection and control of such radiation fieldg have resulted in worldwide
scientific effort to develop better methods of electron/photon transport
simulation. Diagnostic particle physics usually focuses on tiledirect de-
tection of pr:mary or secondary charged particles, Detector development and
design of higher quality diagnostics necessitate a better understanding of
the electrcn/photon transport process, Complex theoretical models must b,!
used to ❑imic the Internrtlon of electrons and photons with various material.
The added complexity of the electron/photon cascade prov~d~~ ~ ~nmpu~ati~n~l
nightmare beyond the capability of many methods and computers,

The basi~ problem is one of eve,luatingthe transport,aridp~nrtrntion of
electrons (and the cascade:~they prclduce)through matter. ‘l’yp~aiillyt the
problem is reduced to n formalism treating an appropriate fc,rmof B linear-
ized Boltzmann-likfsequation. The clolutl,onof only very idorilizedprobl~ms
is possible in closed form. However’,insight from Idenlized problems has
provided the foundation fclrnumeriuzllsolutions in more rea~istic situations,
Application of several nppro~~hes hns parnllelnd t,hatof neutron and photon
transport methods, although eleotrof~transport methodology development,has
lagRed. One ob.joctiveof thin revll!!win to present nelect,?dmethods, in-
oluding moments, point-kernel, invariant imbedding, discrete-ordinatesl and



Monte Carlo, and to assess their usefulness in the context of electron/photon
transport. A detailed discussioned of cross-section development is not in-
cluded because that is a lengthy subject unto itself. However, to establiah
sound understanding of the methods development, it is useful that one be
versed in some of the phy!jicsof the transport of electrons throu~h matter.
An overview of’basic electron Interactions will be presented in Section II.
Elementary krowledge of the primary photon interactions (photoelectric,
Campton, and pair-production) is assumed. The ❑ethods and their effective-
ness for solving certain classes of problems will be discussed in Section
III. Concll~dingremarks follow, indicating possible future research direc-
tion, particularly using the Monte Carlo method.

II. ELECTRON PHYSICS

Extensive rev?ews of electron and photon interaction physics are pre-
sented ehewhere.i-o k{owever,to preserve continuity, a synopsis of the
important electron processes at energies less than 20 MeV is offered. While
kncwledge of photon interactions is assumed, it is important to be cognizant
of the strong coupling which can exist between electron and photon fields, as
generated in cascades.

The passage of high-energy electrons through matter involves a number of
interactions such as elastic nuclear scattering, inelastic atomic electron
scattering, inelastic nuclear scattering, and the production of secondary
photons (e.g., fluorescence and bremsstrahlung). Of cou~se the photons can
furth~r produce secondary electrons by photoelectric, Compton, and pair-
prod:lctionprocesses. The repetition of this cycle ultimately results in an
eieccron/photon cascade. At high energies electron/photon couplil]gis quite
strong but very forward peaked, thus allowing some simplifying approxima-
tions, particularly as regards the angular distributions required. As
electrons assume lower energies, the coupling becomes weaker but the required
physical detr+ilsof the interactions involved is more complex. Another
peculiarity found in ooupled electron/photm transport is that the cascade
can carry subst~ntial amounts of primary electron energy to spatial locations
at ❑uch [,reaterthan the primary electron ranges as a consequence of the di-
verse rel.ntivemean-free paths for electrons and photons. The solutions to
❑arrypr:~otlcalproblems lie in the ability of the computational physicist to
asoer~aif]the type and natu~e of dominant prooesses,

4. Elastic Nuclsar or Coulomb Scattering

Nuclear (htJIOMb ~(catteringis an important interftctionmechanism ~~u~ln~
61ectrons to scatter (oh~nge direotion) with very little energy loss, Tho
long-range Coulomb potential provjdes the physic~l bnsls for the rxistf?r,coof
th~s intcraotion, and much model dovelopment~-’l has resllted in a comprchon-
sive orcjss-nectiondatn base, Cross-secticms hmve been developed nnd t.ahUlI?-

ted by Spencer’” that are valid for a wide range of materials and eleot,rcjn
energie~,
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this interaction, the atomic electrons can find themselves in an excited or
ionized state. The ionized state is characterized by a free atomic electron
commonly called a delta-ray. Excitation of atomic electrons to bound states
results in usually negligible soft X-radiationP as the excited electron re-
laxes to a more stable state. However, If there is enough energy available,
an inner-shell electron can be ejected~ leaving vacancies deep within the
atomic structure. The relaxation of the remaining atomic electrons to a more
stable st.ce releases characteristic radiation in the form of x-ray lines at
several keV. For some applications characte~istic x-rays can be a very im-
portant component of the cascade. The theory of Mdller’S is reliable and
widely used to provide cross-sections that yield basic stopping-power data~
as formulated in the continuous slowing P)Proximation (CSDt.)by Bethe.]’

c. Inelastic Nuclear Scattering

Beyond a few MeV, another energy-loss mechanism usually dominates, that
being inelastic nuclear scattering, which results in bremsstrahlung pro-
duction. The basic process involves an inelastic free electron-nucleus
collision accompanied by the emission of an appropriate q~lantaof ~adiation.
The theory of Bethe and Heitler” Is commonly used to provid~ a data base for
cross-sections describing inelastic nuclear scattering, but the ❑oat c~mpre-
hensive review of the subject is Riven by Koch and Motz.7

D. Electron Multiple Int,eraction~

As an electron traverses a small fraction of its range, it undergoes an
enormously large number of Interactions of the aforementioned types. Because
of this approximately continuous behavior, it is possible to deszr;be the net
or cumulative effect of these interactions on the electron trajectory by
applying multiple interaction theories to phenomena assocj.atedwith eiectron
energy loss and directional changes.

The co]ltinuousslow?.ng-downapproximation of Bethe” (CSDA) is often
used to construct colllsional stopping powers for electrnns In I.ariousmedia.
Generally, stopping powers describe the averaqe energy loss that an electron
experiences upon moving a prescribed distance (pathle!lgth). Stopping powers
based on collisional energy loss due to inelastic electron-electron scatter-
ing were later modified by Rohrlich and Cbrlson” to include the effects of
energy loss from bremsstrahlung producLlon--the so-called radiative st,oppinq
power, The toti~l stopping power of an electron in a given mtte:’ialis cam-
posed of a collisional and radiative component.that establishes the average
energy loos of the electron per unit pakhlsngtn. However, there is an added
complexity in t,hntsome electrons lose substantially more en~rgy than the
average, as d’efinedby the CSDA model. Sw.h a dem~iationfrom the CSDA
averag~ energy loss is termed the energy-ttraqqllng problem,“ ‘!’Ilrouqhthr
efforts of L&ndau” and Blunck and Westphal” an energy-loss distribution
function has been established that includes broadening (or strugulinq) due to
both oollisional and radiative energy losses,

An electrons diffl]sein matter, en~rgy is 1OS$ and energy-strauglipg js
posslt’.e;nnalogouslyt they also suffer ❑any smnll-an~le deflections and
Rngljlnrstrrlgglingcnn nlso oocur. A number of multiple scattering theoricfi
exist, but most of them suf’ferfrom oompromlse in nn attempt to treat smnll-



and large-angle scattering, as well as lateral displacement. Palatabie re-
views ~f this subject are found in Thompson’ and Zerby.’ The optimal ap-
proach fcr accurately describing all important aspects of multiple scattering
is a con+.~versial subject. In general, electron interaction cross-sections
are revie. and improved in rather piecemeal fashion. For details on the
current sta 1s of such data, refer to papers by Peek* and Seltzer.20-z’

III. METHODS GRAB BAG

The problk)mof simulating the transport of electrons in matter basically
is one of solving an appropriate transport equation. The transport of elec-
trons is, in some respects, similar to that of neutrons. Through a variety
of interactions (mentioned in the previous section) electrons experience a
slowing-down process and the production of various components of secondary
radiation, such as bremsstrahlung and knock-on electrons. The primary dis-
tinction from neutron transport.is a consequence of charge and its ❑anifss-
tation in the form of long-range Coulombic interactions, including small ~
large energy/angle changes. Many thousands ❑ore collisions arc reauired for
an electron to slow down to a given energy than for a neutron at similar
initial energy. The important effects of charge ❑ust be Inciuded in the
transport formalism.

The transport equation in its linearized form is taken from 13erger~’

where
t = time,

(1;

v= particle speed,

E= electron energy,

z= electron spatial vector,

Q = electron direction vector,

$(E,~,Q,t)dEdQ = particle flux at t,r in intervals (E, E+dE), (r, ~+dil),

E a(E) = interaction probability por unAt, pathlength, and

f((E’+E,Q’+Q)dEdQ= probability per unit pathlength thnt a particl~ at lI!,fl~
after collision will move to the interval (E, K+dE),
Qltfl+d.ll)o

Equation 1 is the ugual expression for collision-by-collision phnse-
spaoe balancing. It must be modified to reflect thn curnulntivoeffect,of



many interactions. Thir is accomplished in part by noting that multiple
interactions can be described formally over pathl(?ngthsthat are small
fractions of the electron range. Equation 1 is .1OWput in terms of path-
lengths,

a~(~,~,~,9) 1 ao(~,~,n,t)

as ‘v at ? (2)

t
where 3=

{
v(t’)dt’ .

0
(3)

The first term on the left-hand side of Equation 1 represents flux change
from slowing down, the second, leakage, the third, interaction losses. The
right-hand side indicates the phase-space scattering or collision balance
without an external source term. Electron energy, E, is directly related to
the pathlength, s, by the stopping p~wer dE/ds (in the CSDA) and mathemati-
cally defined by Equation 4.

E(s) = E. - (1 I~ (S’) ds’ , (’4)

where
E = initial electron energy.
o

In t’ s context, pathlength can be substituted for energy or vice-versa.
For stationary problems a$/as = c),appearing to null the affect of the path-
length transformation, but the cross-sections are also in torrnsof path-
length, thus incorporating the concept cf multiple interaction theory into
the transport equa~ion. Several methods of solution have teen tried, with
varying degrees of success; these will now be described. Iloattempt w~ll be
❑ade to enumerate all past and present efforts in thiu regard; instead we
will state the basics of some
ness for electron transport.

A, Method of Moments

Historically, the method
Spencer,’t has had widespread
trul particles in homogeneous,

important methods and indicate their useful-

of moments, as developed b!’Lewisaa and
use in solving the transport equation for neu-
infinite media. Interestlnqly, the moti”l-

tion for developing the method was the desire to simulate th@ transport of
electrons in rlon-plasmamaterial.’s-**

The mnments n~thod consists of forming a serien representation of the
angular flux, 41(E,~,Q),using Legendre polynomials. S\lbstitutingthis ex-
pansion into the transport equation, multiplying this squation by the
appropriate set of orthonormal Legendre polynomials, and integrating over 4fi
steradians produces a coup~.edset of integro-differenf,ialequations in two
(rtitherthan three) independent variables, namely spa~e and energy, in term~
of Legendre coefficients. The spatihl varl~ble in this set of equations can



then be eliminated by applying spatial moments of the form $xn to the trans-
port equation. This system of equations can then be solved for the ❑oments
and, in principle, the de~lred fluxes reconstructed.

Given the initial constraints on the method Including homogeneous,
infinite media, and plane, line, or point sources, the bulk of uncertainty
in the use of this method lay in the flux reconstruction procedure. An
infinite number of moments are needed to reconstruct a unique flux; in prac-
tice, a finite number are used thereby negating uniqueness. At this point,
the science of the moments method ends and the creative art of’choosing an
appropriate set of basis functions for the reconstruction be~ins. This
situation presents an apparent.severe limitation of the method; however, an
important benefit also emerges. The choice of reconstruction basis
functions can be made with functional forms that are established using
physical insight (if It exists) about behavior of the desired solution.
Incorporating physics into the reconstruction process is a sub~tantial and
natural benefit and one reason for the popularity of the moments ❑ethod.
Another limitation of this ❑ethod is that, because of the series expansions
involved, many terms are required to describe asymptotic behavior. Thus,
deep-penetration trends are difficult to establish no mat’.erwhat the
particle type. Similarly, it is dlff’cult to treat backscattering or
regions near the source location.

Due to the aforenentloned constraints, tilemoments method has found
limited use in realistic electron transport problems However, the method
has provided understanding of clectrcr,transport phenomena in idealized
situations. It has been proven quite worthy for use with other methods,
such as prcviding buildup factor da~a for kernel technlqutis. The method may
well have an important future application as an analytic aid in the computa-
tion of transport quantities with Mot]teCarlo techniques in realistic 3-D
geometry.

B, Point-Kernel Method

The point-kernel method is a spec~alized case of the general kernel
method of Green’s functions. Essentially, a detector response to a point
radiation source is computed by defining the geometric and ❑{terial attenua-
tion from the 9ource to the detector. Tne geometric and material attenua-
tion for infinite, homogeneous media form the so-called uncollided point-
kernel. Soattered contribution% to detectors require kernels to be adjusted
with buildup factors. Buildup factcrs account for increases in flux density
at some spatial location due to scattered radiation, They are established
by either empirical data and/or dat& acquired by othor calculational tools,
such es the ❑oments ❑ethod, In principle, kuildup factors can be forued for
charged as well as neutral particlea.

The accuracy of this method is liuited and therefore the method has not
had extended use in realistic neutron, photon, or electron transport prob-
lems. However, the point-kernel method is Inexpensive, easy to use, and
does provide a ❑eans of problem scoping ‘n a first-approxl,mationsense,
Several successful attempts to apply point-kernels to electron transport
problems in complex geometry aro described in the review by Zerby and
Keller.g It 1s significant that these efforts occurred npproximatel.ywhen
Monte Carlo electron transport methods were being developed, Monte Carlo



offers a rigorous method of transport equation solution in complex geometry
and with little compromise to the interaction physics. As the Monte Carlo
approach developed, application of the point-kernel method to electron
transport problems decreased. It appears thht, as the Monte Carlo method is
further developed, the point-kernel method for complex geometry will not be
competitive.

c. Invariant Imbedding

As a departure from developing better solution methods for a Boltzmann-
like formalism, which considers radiation flux balancing ~ material
regions, the method ~f invariant imbedding treats radiation fluxes at mate-
rial ~ as a function of region thickness. This method offers a
contrasting mathematical formalism that y!elds transmission and reflection
information. This approach essentially converts a very difficult boundary-
value (Boltzmann) problem to a more ❑athematically tractable initial-value
problem. Coupled with a doubling procedure, deep-penetration problems of
arbitrary thickness can be solved in terms of an easier (thinner)
problem.2S-z*

Invariant imbedding was applied by Ambarzurnian2’in the early 1940’s to
astrophysical transport problems. Later efforts by Bellman and Wingz’
established the applicability of this method to a significant class of neu-
tron and photon transport problems, particularly as related to radiation
shielding. Invariant imbeddlng has not been vigorously pursued because of
computational limitations. Only recently has the size and speed of digital
computers allowed (and in some cases encouraged) a resurgence of interest
and development. The formal details will not be presented, but Bellman and
Wingz’ provide a comprehensive expos6.

Little has been done on the application of invariant imbedding to elee-
tron transport; however, It does offer some intriguing possibilities. The
method ❑aintains stability and accuracy with little deterioration of the
results even for extremely thick systems.t’ This poini is quite interesting
in the context of electron/photon transport in that typicaly large differ-
ences exist between the mean-free paths of electrons and photons. Further,
it has been difficult to address electron deep penetration with asymptotic
theory or even Monte Carlo. Many numerical methods suffer from the common
difficulty Of accommodating the coupled (electron/photon) problem where deep
penetrations are involved. Accura&e invariant irabeddingsolutions for the
thin case, and extension to thick syst~za by doubling, may provide a
valuable complement to the Monte Carlo method in realistic 3-D geometries.

The fact that accurate calculations of refiect~on can be done using
invariant imbedding indicates another interesting possibility. If the
appropriate i.1’~lt~rl{’ interaction theories were incorporated into tk.ein-
variant Imbeddi,ngframework, this method could rapidly provide accurate and
detailed albed~ information. Monte Carlo calculations can be made more
efficient using albedo information for oertain parts of a complex 3-D geome-
try. Albedos could be computeG prior to the actual Monte Carlo simulation
in the same sense that electron cross-sections are proce9sed before a Monte
Carlo stmulntion. This idea may be of general utility not only for
electrons, but neutrons ar~dphotons as well.



D. Discrete-Ordinates Method

The discrete-ordinates❑ethod‘o in the multigroup energy approximation
is the most widely used approach to solve the linearized Bcltzmann equation
for neutron and photon transport. The method consists of a system of
finite-difference equations representing phase space by a finite number of
discrete points. These equations are solved using an iterative process by
relating flux densities at each spatial point to the values at adjacent
points. The method yields fast accurate solutions in one- and two-
dimensional geometry.

Development of discrete-ordinates electron transport capabil$;r has
been sporadic, and there is no apparent reason why its extension to electron
transport has been so long in coming. Increasing activity on a worldwide
basis is evident and major breakthroughs seem Imminent. The review by Morel
and Wienkeay presents a concise historical chronology of the adaptation of
discrete-ordinates to electron transport problems, and the associated diffi-
culties. Integral quantities, such as energy and charge deposition pro-
files, can now be computed to good accuracy, but calculation of differential
information, particularly where energy dependerlceis important, still
exhibits convergence problems. Energy and angle ~traggling can now be
treated with discrete-ordinates in the Fokker-Planck framework.’” Discrete-
ordinates methods now exist that yield useful information for a variety of
electron transport problems within the constraints listed. Important future
work should include a coupled electron/photon (particularly bremsstrahlung)
package in which artificial spectral broadening is corrected; compatibility
with existing discrete-ordinates codes should be maintained to further
encouraqe usage and development; and possible coupling to Monte Carlo code
structures could p!’oveuseful. Another interesting possibility is to
consider discrete-ordicates electron transport with electric and ❑agnetic
fields present. Tradition’. S codes cannot handle fields without painful
modification because they can ~mpart substantial directional anisotropies.
As discrete-ordinates electron transport codes are developed, a structure
that would easily allow the implementation of external fields should be
considered.

E. Monte Carlo Method

All of the methods previously discustledsuffer from substarltialcon-
straints involving geometry and/or the Capability (or lack thereof) to
adequately treat the complex physics issues related to electron/photon
interacti.ms. In principle, the Monte Carlo ❑ethod is uncompromising and
conceptually simple, but is not without its own intrinsic difficulties.
MoRte Carlo undertakes the simulation of the avet’agebehavior of electrons
and photons as they stochastically diffuse through matter. The stochastic
behavior la described by randomly sampling app~opriate probability distri-
bution functions describing electron and photon interaction physics. Years
of empirical and theoretical evidence indicates that the Monte Carlo method,
as applied to problems of coupled electron/photon transport involving
complex geometries and detailed energy/an81e distributions, 11.isproven to be
the most successful method.

Historically, the development of Monte Carlo electron transport,can be
traoed to Zerby and Moran,” who simulated high-energy electron/photon



cascade showers. Soon after this groundbreaking, Berger’z completed his
landmark publication describing the intricacies of charged particle Monte
Carlo simulation. This effort provided the foundation for a number of suc-
cessful attemptsss-” to produce versatile and verified Monte Carlo computer
codes that address an in~redibly broad spectrum of electron/photon transport
problems. The details of the simulation features can be found in Berger’s
papers2 and in a review given by Halbleib.J’ Many of these codes are so
comprehensive in nature that portions have been under verification investi-
gation for years, a.~dwill continue to be so.

The early development and general use of the ❑ethod for electron trans-
port suffered severely from the lack of accessible computer power, partic-
ularly as it relates to core storage and speed. During the 19’70’sthis
situation was to a large degree corrected, which rejuvenated the interest in
this field and satisfied the expectation that this capability would be
available to a large and growing community. Research on Monte Carlo
electron/photon transport in the 1980’s will undoubtedly be very active, and
promises to provide one of the most interesting arenas for the computational
physicist.

IV. SPECULATIVE BAFFLEGAB

Approximately 25 years have elapsed in the development of computational
methods for electron/photon transport. The field has reached a point where
new and exciting directions may raise it to a new level of problem-solving
capability. It is entertaining (and perhaps of benefit) to contemplate some
of the future possibilities. Most of the ideas to be presented are focused
on using the Monte Carlo method as the workhorse. Of course, this is not
the only manner in which to proceed; it merely reflects the author’s person-
al bias toward the use of Monte Carlo techniques.

To reduce the time devoted to electron collisian tracKing, multiple
interaction theories are usually implemented. The tactic proven ❑ost suc-
cessful for electron interactions is that of condensed histories developed
by Berger;’2 whereas, photon collision tracking is performed by conventional
single-scattering Monte Carlo. The condensed-history approximation accounts
for electron multiple interactions by describing the cumulative effects of
collisional energy losses and ang~lar scattering. This approach compromises
the use of certain variate-reduction schemes (those commonly applied in
Monte Carlo neutron transport) including statistical estimators and
geometric splitting. Therefore, a variety of variance-reduction technique:;
are needed that reflect.the context of condensed history Monte Carlo.
Effort is also appropriate to produce geometry packages with effective tally
structures and 3-D graphicg. Further, most of the codes in use adequately
address pr~marily only one energy regime; serious attempts should be made to
extend the energy coverage, both to higher ti lower energies.

The versatility and success of Monte Carlo techniques in simulating
relativistic electron/photon transpcrt have generated the intriguing possi-
bility of including macroscopic an.iself-consistent electric and magnetic
“ields in multi-dimensional geometry. External field calculations have al-
ready been attempted with some suc IS using Monte Carlo’’-’O and discrete-
ordinates;’‘ self-consistent fields have been included in simple geometry,’2
Of course, the ultimate qoal is to obtain a good self-consistent field in a



3-D Monte Carlo framework. One likely possibility is coupling Monte Carlo
simulation to a particle-in-cell structure. As electron/photon elec-
tromagnetic field codes evolve, many new computational challenges will be
exposed that, once met, shall provide a means to address other important
classes of problems, heretofore inaccessible.

Considering the development cf deterministic and probabilisticneutron/
photon methods, one cannot help but notice the successful coupling of the
two rather distinct approaches. Naturally, this provides a capability with
the inherent advantages of both, hopefully avoiding the disadvantages of
each. The hybrid approach may provide similar benefits for electron/photon
transport. ReLated to this is the possibility of adjoint developmerlL. Ef-
forts are already underway’~-b’ to implement an adjoint approach in existing
Monte Carlo and discrete-ordinates structures.

In summary, the discipline of computational electron/photon transport
❑ethods dev.slo~mentis and will be enjoying incredible stimulation. The
outcome of such activity is predictable. Substantial progress will be
forthcoming that will greatly extend our understanding of bagic transport
processes, and our capability will be improved to ❑eet new challenges in
diagrjosticphysics and radiation protection.
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